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Mint jelly recipe without pectin

January 19, 2001A the RecipeJames BaigrieApples' natural pectin gives this jelly a soft, lush consistency. Mint Jelly This simple apple jelly is pumped up by the deliciously fresh and herbal qualities of mint. 61/2 pounds granny smith apples 3 cups water 1 cup sugar per cup juice 2 cups finely chopped mint (including stems) Roughly chopped 6 1·2 pounds. granny smith apples,
then in a big heavy pot. Add 3 cups of water, cover, and bring to a boil over medium heat, stirring frequently. Cook until apples are soft and pulpy, about 15 minutes. Rinse a large piece of cheesecloth in very hot water and fold in half. Line a colander with the cloth, then put colander over a medium pot. Transfer apples to colander to drain undisturbed for 4-8 hours. Discard apples
and measure drained juice. For each cup of juice you need 1 cup of sugar. Put juice and sugar in a medium pot and bring to a boil over high heat, stirring until sugar dissolves. Stir in 2 cups of finely chopped mint (including stems) and continue to cook until the temperature reaches 220° on a candy thermometer, about 20 minutes. Pour through a sieve into a 4-cup Pyrex measuring
cup, then immediately into hot, sterilized canned pots. Put lids on top and seal. Set aside to cool, then refrigerate. More recipes Scroll To Recipe Print RecipeGee those little jars of green goo full of additives and sugar that you buy in the shops. Make your own super easy homemade mint jelly and watch lamb sing! At Easter come at the weekend my thoughts turn to fresh zingy
mint and lamb, two old favourites dancing together to taste in perfect step. This sugar free mint jelly recipe is one I've used for years. It's easy to make and really lifts any kind of lamb dish to higher levels. No Pectin First of all I can just say that there is no Pectin in this sugar free mint jelly recipe. You don't need pectin to hold the jelly together as the beautiful cooking apples contain
lots of natural pectin to do this work for you. Sugar-free! I used organic apple juice instead of standard white sugar for this recipe. Yes, it's a sweetener and of course carries the dreaded calorie bundle, but isn't as bad for you as processed white sugar. Ingredients for sugar-free mint jelly 150g/5 oz fresh mint leaves plus an extra 4 tablespoons chopped mint leaves to add at the end
of the cooking time. 450g/1 pound cooking apples 1 litre/1 3/4 pints organic pure apple juice 125ml/4 fl oz white wine vinegar How to make mint jelly Roughly chop the apples, there is no need to core or peel them, and heat it in a pan along with the mint leaves (roughly chopped) and enough water to cover only and no more. Simmer for about 20 minutes until apples are pulpy.
Remove from heat and gently pour mixture in a jelly bag hung over a large bowl. Let drip overnight and do not squeeze the bag. Cook the de juice in a heavy-based pan until it has thickened and reduced to a quarter of the original volume. Add the strained fruit juice to the pan and the white wine vinegar. Bring to the boil and bubble for about 5 minutes until the setting point has
reached. Allow to cool for 5 minutes before adding the extra chopped mint leaves and spoon into sterilised pots. How to serve this mint jelly don't just think of this mint jelly/sauce as something that should only be brought out if you have a roast lamb. Oh no, you use this tasty mint sauce in so many ways. I love the thinned out and drizzle over little new bantams. Or stirred into
yogurt as a super fast dive. Or use it like I have here, just dolloped it on a tasty lamb burger. This mint jelly goes brilliantly with my Quick and easy lamb koftas. New for making and preserving jelly? Then don't panic, I've got you covered. Check out these super useful articles that will take you from zero to hero in no time! How to make big jelly My perfect preservation kit How to
safely sterilize pots and bottles Sticky situations – difficulty photographing preserves Looking for more quick and easy jelly recipes to try? Then check this one before you go. Raspberry and mint jelly Rowan berry and rosemary jelly Cumberland sauce red currant jelly Bordeaux red wine jelly PIN ME FOR LATER FINALLY, if you're trying this super easy sugar free homemade mint
jelly recipe don't forget to leave a comment/rating below. I love hearing from readers and responding to everyone. Want more Larder Love? Follow me on Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest and sign up for my newsletter. PS Check out my 50 Easy Homemade Pantry Staples post for many more great ideas for making your own pantry essentials. Making your own store closet
basics is simple, fun and saves money as well. 07/02/2008 Very good recipe. If this is your first attempt at jelly to make sure you read the clues like 3x before you even pull pots. When this recipe says to strain 1 2/3 cup of mint, it means the juice does not have the leaves, by the way. 12/21/2003 After being a beginner in this jelly making company, I misread the instructions
regarding the pectin amount. It calls for 1/2 (6 oz.) of pectin. I have 6 oz in gedaan.in instead of the implied 3 oz. Why not just say 3 oz.s???? Pectin comes in 2-3oz. Packages. Needless to say mine is not setup. Now start again with the Certo recipe. 11/15/2006 Because this was my first attempt to make jelly I found the recipe easy to follow, but the finished product is on the
sweet side. Maybe 2 cups of sugar should be used or 3 1/2 tablespoon lemon juice. The choice is yours. 08/19/2006 As first time maker of I was very happy to discover that this recipe made quick, simple and delicious jelly. I used 3oz of pectin and had no problems setting it up. My only suggestion is that if you use Scotch Mint maybe you want to use a few more drops of dye - I
found that 3 were just enough to turn it from brown-yellow to a nice shade of light green. Thanks for the recipe! 05/31/2011 Tasty! This is about the same recipe as they have at the National Center for Home Food Preservation. I knelt the sugar a little so it wasn't too sweet. Yes, make sure you have all your ducks in a row before you start heating something – plan ahead. BONUS:
Since 2 tbsp. of lemon juice was only about a lemon, there was a little leftovers. There was scraps of mint juice, too - so I added the mint juice and lemon juice to a pot of ice green tea I had made. Delish! Mint mania at our house. Between the jelly &amp; tea I knew something good would come out of our surprise coin patch (our mower broke and the lawn was horribly overgrown!)
When life breaks your mower, make mint jelly! 11/21/2007 This recipe was so easy and came out perfect! I followed the recipe just as it says and had great results. Looks nice in the pots. Will be wonderful additions to my Christmas gift baskets. 11/12/2009 First kick on the Jelly can and it turned out great. I got a little experimental on the second batch and used pineapple juice
instead of water. It's a nice compliment to the mint (especially since I use pineapple mint) and works great as using the jelly as either a condiment on pork/chicken/lamb or as a spread. 06/22/2009 I tried this recipe yesterday. I grew my own coin, went out and cut it, washed it and folowed the drections to the letter. It didn't set up the way it should have. It's a little on the runny side. I
dumped it. I have no idea what happened. Mommacat 06/21/2010 Very easy to make. Set up very nicely. Found it filling in for cookies. Made another batch with pineapple mint and used pinapple juice instead of water that was a delite. Liz Sharon csmithbass Debbie Taylor Xiomara Yvonne Dewey Sheri Erin Holbrook Kahula Suzanne Buffington Lil -Deb Amy Zettel Cody Ray
Cormier Kahula Found this recipe on recipegoldmine while searching for a mint jelly that requires no apples or apple juice. Made this and my DH who so loves mint jelly with his lamb (I don't) like this. This is a simple recipe, and I will never walk to the market to buy Mint Jelly again when we have lamb. Yipee!!! DIRECTIONS Crush mint leaves (I have a rough chop). Add water.
Bring to the boil. Remove from heat, cover and leave for 10 minutes. Strain and measure 3 cups of mint infusion. Add dye and lemon juice. Add Sure-Jell, loosen and bring to the boil quickly. Add sugar. Cook quickly, stirring occasionally until it comes to a quick boil that can't be stirred down, then cook 1 minute more. Pour in yellowing and sealing. I processed in the steam
preserver for 10 minutes to ensure a good seal. Expecting a frost every night now, I've already picked most of the herbs lingering in our garden and they have them for use this winter, but I wanted to try making some mint jelly with the last of our mint. I remember my grandmother making it when I was a little girl, but it's something I never tried to do myself. I searched the internet
for a recipe and settled on this one which is a conglomeration of a few I found that looked interesting.  The results were nothing short of delicious. As with anything you make with your own hands of fresh ingredients that grow you yourself, the store-bought version can't compete. (scroll down for printable recipe)  (yield four 1/2 pint jars) 1 1/2 Cups fresh mint leaves 3 1/4 Cups
water 1/2 teaspoon freshly squeezed lemon juice 1.75 grams pectin 3 1/2 Cups sugarrough chop the mint leaves and measure, packing tightly. Add to the 3 1/4 cups of water in a pan and bring to the boil, then cover and let alone for ten minutes. Strain and measure three cups of liquid, and pour back into the pan. Add the lemon juice and a few drops of green dye (optional, only if
desired) and whisk in pectin. Bring back to the boil and then whisk in the sugar. Once the mixture reaches a quick boil, cook for an extra minute or two and then pour in sterilized canned pots and process for ten minutes. The jelly makes a wonderful accompaniment of lamb of course, but is also excellently used in the middle of my Thumbprint Cookies. If you grow mint, you will
love this recipe for mint jelly. 1-1/2 Cups fresh mint leaves 3-1/4 Cups of water 1/2 teaspoon freshly squeezed lemon juice 1.75 grams pectin 3-1/2 Cups sugar Raw chop the mint leaves and measure, pack tight. Add to the water in a pan and bring to the boil, cover and let alone for ten minutes. Strain and measure three cups of liquid, and pour back into the pan. Add the lemon
juice and a few drops of green dye (optional, only if desired) and whisk in pectin.  Bring back to the boil and then whisk in the sugar. Once the mixture reaches a quick boil, cook for an extra minute or two and then pour in sterilized canned pots and process for ten minutes. Minutes.
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